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Describe detailed 

biographical information 

about themselves.  Months, 

dates, and seasons. 

European countries               

The European Union                 

Narrative past                      

Dative case

Cultural and ethnic make-up 

of Germany                           

Review of all 4 cases        

Use of prepositions       

Cultural effects of religion  

Read Damais war es 

Friedrich                                   

Characterize nouns 

Prepositions                             

Major industries / exports                  
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Summarize biographical 

information from others. 

Engage in authentic 

situations.

Discuss past events                                   

Plan a vacation            

Discuss the European Union                                             

Debunk stereotypes

Chart grammar functions of 

the four cases                                

Predict noun endings in the 

plural form                            

Compare holidays                    

Predict noun endings 

Discuss major German 

products and companies                                                                                                                 

List major reasons to 

immigrate/emigrate
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Build a passport or 

Facebook page with 

biographical information.  

Complete biographical Bingo 

sheet in TL.

Create advertisements for 

German cars                       

Present a PowerPoint  

vacation                                   

Create a billboard  

Produce chart of ethnic 

make-up of Germany  

Produce maps showing 

religious divisions                   

Create regional calendars

Create a PowerPoint 

"handbook " for an immigrant                                    

Write a letter to the CEO of a 

major German company     
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How does a German 

speaker describe 

themselves?                                                                  

Can you complete a 

passport application?

What countries comprise the 

European Union?                                       

What countries border 

Germany?                                 

What are stereotypes?

What are the religious 

divisions of Germany?                     

How does German Unity Day 

compare to July 4th?                               

What are seit and für?

What are the major 

industries in Germany?     

How did WW II effect 

German industry?                      

What is our family's story?
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Encourage students to study 

vocabulary daily.                            

Encourage students to use 

songs and games to connect 

learning.

Encourage students to study 

vocabulary 10 minutes a day 

Discuss stereotypes as a 

family                                      

Retell a family event                      

Encourage students to 

continue reading Das 

Paradies liegt in Amerika                           

Practice vocabulary daily

Encourage students to 

continue to read in German                      

Practice vocabulary daily
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